FRIDAY

1UP GAMING CENTER
12:00 PM - Midnight // C105
Friday
Come and play video games at the 1up game room brought to you by Gamers on the Edge charity!

EXHIBITOR HALL
12:00 PM - 7:00 PM // Exhibit Hall C1
Friday
Comic books, graphic novels, toys, magazines, cards, artwork, games, apparel, cosplay, guest artists and celebrity guests-- they can all be found in the exhibitor hall! It's truly the hub for nerdy commerce!

STAR SIGNING AND PHOTO OPS
12:00 PM - 7:00 PM // Exhibit Hall C1
Friday
Want to meet your favorite celebrity? Head over to Star Signing to meet media guests from all of your favorite fandoms! Autograph and photo-op sales are cash only, so be sure to visit an ATM first!
PADAWAN KIDS ZONE
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM // C104
Friday
Enjoying the convention with children? Bring them to the Padawan Kids Zone! This area is for families with children age 10 and under who are looking for fun (and free!) crafts and activities to enrich their child’s convention experience.

FILM FESTIVAL: SCI-FI/FANTASY BLOCK
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C103
Friday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

IMPROV 101
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C101
Friday
Ever seen 'Whose Line is it Anyway?' and thought; "That looks like fun!" In this three-day workshop you can learn the fundamentals of improv through activities, games, and scenes. Hosted by members of the touring improv comedy troupe Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov).

AUSTIN ST. JOHN Q&A
12:30 PM - 1:10 PM // C114
Friday
It's morphin' time! Meet the original Red Ranger in all his awesomeness, and unearth some of the amazing projects on the horizon for Austin. St. John!

ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY (ARTC)
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM // C107
Friday
ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY, the southeast's premier audio drama presenter, describes and discusses the audio drama production processes from inception to sales. Panel 1 of 3: SCRIPT WRITING FOR AUDIO MEDIUMS.

THE FAMILY THAT COSPLAYS TOGETHER...
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM // C110
Friday
Tips, tricks, and ideas for planning a group cosplay that includes the whole family.

FICTIONAL WORLDBUILDING
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM // C102
Friday
The team behind the award-winning comic Kamikaze share their insights and advice on crafting compelling fictional worlds to drive your characters and plot forward. From geography to culture to architecture and history, you will learn the do's and don'ts in worldbuilding and storytelling.

**CHARLES MARTINET Q&A**
1:30 PM - 2:20 PM // C114
Friday
It's-a me, Mario! … And Donkey Kong, and Luigi, and basically every other retro voice you know and love. Meet the walking talking icon of Nintendo, Charles Martinet!

**FILM FESTIVAL: “MESSIAH”**
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C103
Friday
“Messiah” - A fallen hero, with the power to resurrect the undead, must save the world from a deadly infection that has turned the world's population into undead savages.

**GREAT AND POWERFUL TIM**
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C101
Friday
Magician and comedian Tim Hoffman has arrived with a show featuring mind blowing illusions and a hilarious storyline. Tim is a member of the Academy Of Magical Arts and the Magic Castle. He can be seen touring all over North America. www.TimTheWebsite.com

**YA PARANORMAL FANTASY READING AND Q & A WITH AUTHOR MARY JANE CAPPS**
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C108
Friday
Join paranormal fantasy author Mary Jane Capps for excerpts from her books CRESCENT, a witchy tale set in New Orleans, and ILORAY, A Mermaid Story. The author will be available for a Q & A on paranormal fantasy.

**FREESTYLE D&D**
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM // C110
Friday
Never heard of Dungeons & Dragons? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Love D&D and know everything about it? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Still reading this description? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Watch as audience (non)volunteers are pitted against monsters and villains on their quest for glory! This is a freestyle version of a freestyle version of D&D, sort of…(@Freestyledd on Facebook!)

**THE GREAT GEEK QUIZ SHOW**
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM // C107
Friday
Come out to The Great Geek Quiz Show, where members of the "Geek Vs" podcast will face off to determine who is the most knowledgeable in Geek Trivia. Anything can happen in this panel game show where audience participation is encouraged and we may just need your help.

REACHING OUT IN YOUR COMMUNITY
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM // C102
Friday
Volunteering and building up your community can sometimes be challenging, but anything's possible when you work with an amazing team! Members of Actors Reaching Out discuss their community goals in detail and how they (and you) can make a difference by doing simple tasks. Presented by Actors Reaching Out. www.ActorsReachingOut.org

SEAN YOUNG Q&A
3:00 PM - 3:50 PM // C114
Friday
Enjoy this session with the Sean Young, the woman behind Rachael (Blade Runner), Chani (Dune), Lt. Lois Einhorn (Ace Ventura: Pet Detective), and countless other characters you love!

PENGUIN KNIFE FIGHT! IMPROV COMEDY
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM // C101
Friday
Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov) is a touring improv comedy troupe. Similar to 'Whose Line is it Anyway?', they create brand new hilarious scenes based off of suggestions from the audience (aka YOU) so no two shows are ever the same. You'll laugh your socks off! No seriously, pick up your socks.

HELLUVA ATL PANEL
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM // C108 // Ages 13+
Friday
Making their way from Indianapolis, Indiana is Helluva an internet media company that specializes in the productions of a variety of content throughout social media. Helluva will be presenting their new cartoon "Two-Four-Seven Store" as well do a brief Q&A and Giveaway!

MARVEL COMICS WRITERS, CARL POTTS AND PETER GILLIS
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM // C103
Friday
This dynamic team-up of writers takes the stage to give insight upon their storytelling craft and what it was like working for Marvel Comics throughout the 1980's.

FREESTYLE D&D (FOR ADULTS)
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM // C110 // Ages 18+
Friday
Never heard of Dungeons & Dragons? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Love D&D and know everything about it? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Wanna play an awesome game while using naughty words and topics? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Watch as MATURE audience (non)volunteers are pitted against NSFW monsters and villains on their quest for INAPPROPRIATE glory! This is a freestyle version of a freestyle version of D&D, sort of… (@Freestyledd on Facebook!)

**THATGAMESHOW - LIVE RECORDING**
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM // C107
Friday
Come watch a live recording of the popular podcast as we talk about how great that one game was and how good/bad that one superhero was. We wrote this 10 months ago. Come for the entertainment, stay for the prizes and lots of audience participation.

**MENTAL HEALTH & REPRESENTATION IN COMICS**
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM // C102
Friday
Sometimes even our most beloved heroes struggle with internal battles that make it difficult to fight the good fight and it’s not always because of an 800 ft. monster threatening to bring on an apocalyptic catastrophe of some kind. Sometimes it’s a daily contest just to overcome exceptional levels of mental and emotional stress which has got to be extremely tough when you’ve also taken on the role to be responsible for the lives of humankind. In this panel, we will discuss some heroes that show many telling signs of their mental state, and with a tiny nudge, could possibly throw in their capes for a path of Injustice and destruction. (JOIN THE DISCUSSION AND WIN FREE COMICS)

**JEREMY SHADA Q&A**
4:30 PM - 5:20 PM // C114
Friday
Algebraic! Meet the voice behind Ooo’s favorite hero, Finn the Human as we explore Jeremy Shada’s (adventure) time in the beloved show, along with his other exciting roles!

**FILM FESTIVAL: DRAMA BLOCK**
5:00 PM - 6:30 PM // C103
Friday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

**YAYA HAN Q&A**
5:00pm - 6:00PM // C108
Join this cosplay goddess for a one-on-one that delves into her live as a professional cosplay entertainer, designer, and model!
DESIGNATED DEBATERS
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM // C110
Friday
Watch your favorite superheroes debate topics suggested by YOU the audience! If they lose the debate, they have to drink… So really, don't they win the debate? Grab a drink and come find out!

SADIE THE SCIENCE LADY
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM // C101
Friday
Science, Science, Science! You'll have the whole seat, but you'll only need the edge! Come be part of the show as Sadie the Science Lady performs the kind of science that promises to stimulate both the senses and the mind!

AN HOUR WITH STAR WARS EXPLAINED
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM // C107
Friday
Spend an hour talking with Alex and Mollie Damon of the YouTube channel Star Wars Explained. Ask them anything about Star Wars, YouTube, building a community, or anything else that crosses your mind!

COSPLAY: EXPECTATION VS. REALITY
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM // C102
Friday
This is a fun-filled, interactive session discussing the expectations and realities of cosplay. We talk about everything from planning, building, wearing, and salvaging your cosplays and the online and real life aspects of this fandom.

BILLY WEST Q&A
6:00 PM - 6:50 PM // C114
Friday
So, Zoidberg, Doug, Fry, Woody The Woodpecker, and Stimpy walk into a bar… Wanna find out how it ends? Spend time with the man behind all of your cartoon favorites, Billy West!

PANELOLOGY - A COMICS PODCAST : LIVE!
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM // C108 // Ages 13+
Friday
Panelology is a weekly podcast about comics. We talk about current books, what we're looking forward to, and how to get into reading comics in the first place. Join us for a fun and informative look at some of your favorite trades and weekly books!

FILM FESTIVAL: “BLACK LIGHTNING - TOBIAS’ REVENGE”
6:30 PM - 7:00 PM // C103
Friday
“Black Lightning - Tobias’ Revenge” - While on a mission to rescue the kidnapped mayor of Metropolis, Jefferson Pierce aka (Black Lightning) faces his nemesis Tobias Whale and several high ranking members of the 100 gang making it his toughest battle yet.

COSPLAY FOR STARTERS & STUDENTS: A BEGINNER’S BUDGET GUIDE!
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM // C110
Friday
The cosplay community is an exciting and inspiring thing, but where do you get yourself started and how much is this going to cost you? This is panel for anyone who has ever been interested in entering the world of cosplay and/or wants to be able to cosplay while sticking to a realistic budget.

GEEKYALLDAT
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM // C107
Friday
G.A.D GYRLS CLUB  GeekyAllDat is an all girl Cosplay team that specializes in making custom props, Photography and Cosplay Design

RASPBERRY PIE
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM // C101
Friday
Calling all groovy weebz, geeks, and freaks! Come get down with Orlando-based funk sensation Raspberry Pie! See you (there), Space Cowboy!

HOW TO BREAK INTO STORYBOARDING
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM // C102 // Ages 13+
Friday
If you like drawing comics, you’ll love drawing storyboards for film and TV. Discover the secrets to drawing storyboards from Mark Simon, Universal and Disney and The Walking Dead story artist with over 4,500 credits.

FILM FESTIVAL: COMEDY BLOCK
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM // C103
Friday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

GHOSTS, MERMAIDS, AND MAGIC IN STORYTELLING
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM // C108
Friday
A Young Adult Fantasy and Paranormal author discusses writing about and researching the magical
PENGUIN KNIFE FIGHT! IMPROV COMEDY (WITH BAAAD WORDS)
8:30 PM - 10:00 PM // C101 // Ages 18+
Friday
Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov) is a touring improv comedy troupe. Similar to 'Whose Line is it Anyway?', they create brand new hilarious scenes based off of suggestions from the audience (aka YOU) so no two shows are ever the same. You'll laugh your socks off! No seriously, pick up your socks.

PSYCHOLOGY OF VILLAINY: DIAGNOSING THE ROGUES OF GOTHAM
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM // C107
Friday
This panel discusses the possible mental health of Batman's most popular and fearsome foes. From the Joker to the Penguin to Scarecrow, Super-Psych and the audience will analyze this "superstitious, cowardly lot" from a clinical psychology perspective.

SCI-FI D20
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM // C110
Friday
Night time has fallen on Comic Con, and new dangers lurk around every corner. Based off the hugely popular FREESTYLE D&D developed by the infamous Freestyle DM DragonWagon. Continue your adventures in a sci-fi/horror setting long form improv comedy panel inspired by Android, Shadowrun, Whitewolf, and of course D&D.

FIREFLY: CURSE IN THE ‘VERSE IN STYLE!
9:00 PM - 10:00 PM // C102 // Ages 18+
Friday
GUESS THAT CURSE! Come play an interactive game with us as we challenge you to guess the meaning of the Chinese curses used in Firefly and teach you how to pronounce them correctly so that you, too, can curse in the ‘verse in an FCC-approved way. We’ll also teach you to write a few of the most popular Chinese characters in the show and talk a bit about cosplay.

WAR TIME COMICS: VILLAINS, FEMINIZATION OF ARMS, AND INTERPRETERS
9:30 PM - 10:30 PM // C108 // Ages 13+
Friday
The United States has been in a constant state of war for the past 30 years and has been a major influence on comics. This panel looks at three examples of the impact of warfare on modern comics through an examination of historical villains such as Osama Bin Laden and Saddam Hussein, the feminization of weaponry as women became deployed soldiers, and the role local interpreters play on the battlefield and beyond.

ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY (ARTC)
9:30 PM - 10:30 PM // C114
Friday
ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY, presents a selection of comic themed scripts. Come with us on an adventure in sound! Our dashing duos and courageous crime fighters will clean up their mean streets and charm your racing hearts.

FILM FESTIVAL: “HOUSE OF DEMONS”
10:00 PM - 11:30 PM // C103
Friday
“House Of Demons” - Four friends reunite and spend the night in a remote home that was once used by a Manson Family-like cult. As the night progresses, the friends are forced to confront their deepest secrets and darkest demons.

LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE
10:00 PM - 11:00 PM // C110
Friday
The LGBTQ+ community's fight is far from over! Join Flee Drinks and Does Stuff for a bit of grouplove. We'll share stories, gush about fandoms, and remind ourselves that we have growing representation in nerd culture.

BUILDING THE BADASS CLUB HOUSE: HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN AN EVER CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF NEW MEDIA
10:30 PM - Midnight // C107 // Ages 13+
Friday
We all love to talk about what we love, and in this day and age of new media we can find an audience. But with YouTube's Ad-pocalypse stripping monetization, and the flooding of the market with everybody wanting to be a star how do you find success? Find out in this Q & A from veterans of podcasting and new media talk about their experiences and share how they found success.

RYMU COMIC
10:30 PM - 11:00 PM // C102 // Ages 13+
Friday
Rymu comics have been growing since 2013 and with over 8 different titles available we have no intention on slowing down

BROKEN HEROES: THE TRAUMA OF NETFLIX'S DEFENDERS
11:00 PM - Midnight // C108 // Ages 13+
Friday
This panel analyzes the unique traumatic experiences that motivate Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, and Iron Fist, as well as how each of New York's Defenders react and cope with their experiences.
SATURDAY

1UP GAMING CENTER
10:00 AM - Midnight // C105
Saturday
Come and play video games at the 1up game room brought to you by Gamers on the Edge charity!

EXHIBITOR HALL
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM // Exhibit Hall C1
Saturday
Comic books, graphic novels, toys, magazines, cards, artwork, games, apparel, cosplay, guest artists and celebrity guests-- they can all be found in the exhibitor hall! It's truly the hub for nerdy commerce!

STAR SIGNING AND PHOTO OPS
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM // Exhibit Hall C1
Saturday
Want to meet your favorite celebrity? Head over to Star Signing to meet media guests from all of your favorite fandoms! Autograph and photo-op sales are cash only, so be sure to visit an ATM first!

PADAWAN KIDS ZONE
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM // C104
Saturday
Enjoying the convention with children? Bring them to the Padawan Kids Zone! This area is for families with children age 10 and under who are looking for fun (and free!) crafts and activities to enrich their child’s convention experience.

EVENT REG
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM // Lobby Near Escalators
Saturday
All events are first come, first serve! Sign up for the following events:
  ● Cosplay Contest

FILM FESTIVAL: “YOU & ME”
10:00 AM - 11:30 AM // C103
Saturday
“You & Me” - A funny and moving love story about a deaf woman who meets a recently blinded man.

SELLING THE STORY
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM // C102
Saturday
Seeing your work in print doesn't have to be just a dream. It IS possible to turn your story ideas into graphic novels and novels if you know what publishers are looking for. Learn what works and doesn't work to make a sellable story AND key components to focus on in your manuscript.

SEAN ASTIN Q&A
10:30 AM - 11:20 AM // C114
Saturday
From Samwise to Stranger Things, Sean Astin tells all in a one-on-one panel with the talented treasure himself!

IMPROV 102
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM // C101
Saturday
Ever seen 'Whose Line is it Anyway?' and thought; "That looks like fun!" In this three-day workshop you can learn the fundamentals of improv through activities, games, and scenes. Hosted by members of the touring improv comedy troupe Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov).

SO YOU WANT TO START A PODCAST?
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM // C108
Saturday
Have you wanted to start a podcast, Or do you have one and just want to talk shop? Well this is the place that will talk about how to create a show, what kind of equipment you will need to start, and where to post your new shows. In this Q&A session we will hope to point you in the right direction.

HOW TO LIGHT UP YOUR CYBERPUNK + STEAMPUNK COSPLAY
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM // C107
Saturday
Learn the fundamentals of closing the circuit to add the lights to any Cosplay project! We will demonstrate some simple easy to use wearable tech that includes led lights, lilypad circuit and some hot glue to add the Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics to any Cosplay Project!

SUPER PHOTOGRAPHY 101
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM // C110
Bring your camera and learn to create dynamic and spectacular images with basic and inexpensive photographic equipment.

ACTORS REACHING OUT
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM // C102
Saturday
Direct from Florida, Actors Reaching Out is excited to attend Atlanta Comic Con with an exciting panel! Learn about this nonprofit organization promoting literacy and community outreach through the theatrical arts. Discussion highlights include their New York City premiere, SKYWALKER, Harry-oke, Seuss-abration, their many benefit concerts, and much more!
www.ActorsReachingOut.org

DISNEY PRINCESS Q&A
12:00 PM - 12:50 PM // C114
Saturday
Kneel before Princess Jasmine and Princess Belle, two of Disney’s most beloved characters, in this nostalgic panel!

HELLUVA ATL PANEL
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C108 // Ages 13+
Saturday
Making their way from Indianapolis, Indiana is Helluva an internet media company that specializes in the productions of a variety of content throughout social media. Helluva will be presenting their new cartoon "Two-Four-Seven Store" as well do a brief Q&A and Giveaway!

FILM FESTIVAL: COMEDY BLOCK
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C103
Saturday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

GREAT AND POWERFUL TIM
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C101
Saturday
Magician and comedian Tim Hoffman has arrived with a show featuring mind blowing illusions and a hilarious storyline. Tim is a member of the Academy Of Magical Arts and the Magic Castle. He can be seen touring all over North America. www.TimTheWebsite.com

AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER TRIVIA
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM // C110
Saturday
Come test your Avatar the Last Airbender knowledge against the Avatar himself. Win prizes and have a flaming good time!

**CRASH COURSE IN CONFIDENCE**
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM // C107
Saturday
The perfect panel for anyone who has ever felt like throwing in the towel. Rather it be for a specific project or cosplay, we are going to go over ways that we all can feel more confident in what we do. Genderbending, Crossplaying, Heavy Projects and more, come and listen and be inspired.

**ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY (ARTC)**
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM // C102
Saturday
ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY, the southeast's premier audio drama presenter, describes and discusses the audio drama production processes from inception to sales. Panel 2 of 3: PRODUCING AUDIO DRAMA, live and studio experiences.

**TWISTED TOONZ**
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM // C114
Saturday
Are you ready to attend the one event at the con that everyone will be talking about next week, not only those of us who are here but people all over the world? Then you do NOT want to miss the famous live movie read featuring the biggest voice acting superstars in the galaxy! With millions of hits on YouTube and rave reviews internationally, this is the event that will kick this con in the A**!! You haven’t lived until you’ve heard Winnie the Pooh as Darth Vader, Christopher Walken as Harry Potter, or Pinky & the Brain as Frodo and Sam! This event will be packed, so get there early and strap yourself in! It’s time to experience your favorite movies in a brand new, completely hysterical and utterly TWISTED way! We’ll see you there and you may never be the same again!

**FILM FESTIVAL: SCI-FI/FANTASY BLOCK**
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C103
Saturday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

**SADIE THE SCIENCE LADY**
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C101
Saturday
Science, Science, Science! You’ll have the whole seat, but you’ll only need the edge! Come be part of the show as Sadie the Science Lady performs the kind of science that promises to stimulate both the senses and the mind!
THATGAMESHOW - LIVE RECORDING
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C108
Saturday
Come watch a live recording of the popular podcast as we talk about how great that one game was and how good/bad that one superhero was. We wrote this 10 months ago. Come for the entertainment, stay for the prizes and lots of audience participation.

FREESTYLE D&D
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM // C110
Saturday
Never heard of Dungeons & Dragons? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Love D&D and know everything about it? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Still reading this description? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Watch as audience (non)volunteers are pitted against monsters and villains on their quest for glory! This is a freestyle version of a freestyle version of D&D, sort of…(@Freestyledd on Facebook!)

SEWING FOR COSPLAY
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM // C107
Saturday
Learn some tips and tricks to sewing costumes for cosplay from award winning sewing artist and professional costumer. This panel covers the basics of picking fabric, patterns, and basic sewing skills that will help you build your first sewn costume.

COSPLAY CONTEST
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM // C114
Saturday
Sign up at Event Reg before 12:00pm to compete
Come one, come all for the con’s most beloved event – Atlanta Comic Con’s Cosplay Contest!

CATEGORIES
- TV/Movie
- Comics
- Video Games
- Anime
- Star Wars
- Kids

PRIZES
- Best In Show - $500
- Best Group - $300
- Best Craftsmanship - $150
- 1st Place In Categories - $150
FROM PAGE TO STAGE
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM // C102
Saturday
How do you take an author’s vision and present it in a live theatrical format? Join the creative team at Actors Reaching Out as they describe their process of adapting various projects to the stage, including Harry Potter, Winnie the Pooh, the stories of Roald Dahl, and more! Presented by Actors Reaching Out. www.ActorsReachingOut.org

PENGUIN KNIFE FIGHT! IMPROV COMEDY
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM // C101
Saturday
Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov) is a touring improv comedy troupe. Similar to 'Whose Line is it Anyway?', they create brand new hilarious scenes based off of suggestions from the audience (aka YOU) so no two shows are ever the same. You’ll laugh your socks off! No seriously, pick up your socks.

FINDING YOUR STORY
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM // C108
Saturday
Finding Your Story is an introspective writing workshop that addresses topics ranging from story telling mechanics to exploring your own motives as a creator. Journeying with the attendees through my own graphic novel publications and industry experience, we open the floor to freely discuss what it means to be a writer, the difference between inspiration and dedication, and how our personal trials can be effectively injected into the narratives we craft. www.brettbrooks.com

LADIES OF ILLUSTRATION
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM // C103
Saturday
A trio of three guest artists (Robin Eisenberg, Ursula Decay, and Wendy Ortiz) share their experience and insight on the business of being a professional female illustrator, how they got their start, their inspiration & role models, their artistic technique, and so much more!

FREESTYLE D&D (FOR ADULTS)
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM // C110 // Ages 18+
Saturday
Never heard of Dungeons & Dragons? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Love D&D and know everything about it? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Wanna play an awesome game while using naughty words and topics? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Watch as MATURE audience (non)volunteers are pitted against NSFW monsters and villains on their quest for
INAPPROPRIATE glory! This is a freestyle version of a freestyle version of D&D, sort of… (@Freestyledd on Facebook!)

TEACHERS, STUDENTS, AND GRAPHIC NOVELS
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM // C107
Saturday
Three teachers explore how graphic novels are used in schools today to teach literacy, art, and STEM. Graphic Novels like American Born Chinese, Maus, and March are now required reading in many middle and high schools, come see how teachers are incorporating this art form into the common core and using it to spark the interest of readers throughout Georgia. This panel hosts three amazing educators including Alex Robson, Gwinnett County Middle School Teacher of the Year for 2017.

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO COSPLAY
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM // C102
Saturday
The cosplay community is an exciting and inspiring thing, but where do you get yourself started and how much is this going to cost you? This is panel for anyone who has ever been interested in entering the world of cosplay and/or wants to be able to cosplay while sticking to a realistic budget.

MATTHEW LEWIS Q&A
4:30 PM - 5:20 PM // C114
Saturday
If you have to choose one panel to see, make sure it is with the true chosen one, Neville Longbottom, from the beloved “Harry Potter” series!

FILM FESTIVAL: “WORTH”
5:00 PM - 6:30 PM // C103
Saturday
“Worth” - Ricky, a top contender in Muay Thai Kickboxing trains for the title belt, all the while dealing with new relationships, money problems, and family drama.

TOP 5 STEPS FOR A THRIVING ARTIST
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM // C108
Saturday
Professional Artists will share their Top 5 Steps in their Thriving Career. This is not a presentation, this will be real live conversation with working artists and we will discuss the steps they have taken to become full time artists. Bring your sketchbooks and notebooks to take notes with a clear focus on your vision and goals.

THE SPACEDRAGON PODCAST LIVE!
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM // C107 // Ages 13+
Saturday
Come join thirty-something nerds rant and rave LIVE about all things nerd culture; including Star Wars, Marvel, DC, Video Games, Horror, etc!

**DESIGNATED DEBATERS**
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM // C110
Saturday
Watch your favorite superheroes debate topics suggested by YOU the audience! If they lose the debate, they have to drink… So really, don't they win the debate? Grab a drink and come find out!

**BEARD CONTEST**
5:30 PM - 6:00 PM // C101
Saturday
Show up and show off your beards, mustaches, or peach fuzz!
ANYONE is welcome to compete for the following categories:
Just the Stache, Best Partial Beard, Best Styled Beard, Grizzliest Beard, Longest Beard, Audience Choice

**TRANSGENDER CHARACTERS IN MEDIA**
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM // C102 // Ages 13+
Saturday
A brief look at the history and development of transgender characters in media: Past, Present and Future.

**RAY PARK Q&A**
6:00 PM - 6:50 PM // C114
Saturday
Venture to a galaxy far, far away with the man behind the menacing fan favorite from Star Wars, Darth Maul!

**THE GREAT GEEK QUIZ SHOW**
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM // C108
Saturday
Come out to The Great Geek Quiz Show, where members of the "Geek Vs" podcast will face off to determine who is the most knowledgeable in Geek Trivia. Anything can happen in this panel game show where audience participation is encouraged and we may just need your help.

**FILM FESTIVAL: ACTION BLOCK**
6:30 PM - 7:00 PM // C103
Saturday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

**FATTIE’S GUIDE TO JAPAN**  
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM // C107  
Saturday  
Are you a foodie with eyes on Japan? We have the scoop on everything from seasonal goodies to theme cafes to eating out on a budget. And we have some handy Japanese lessons to help you get the tasties you want and deserve!

**RASPBERRY PIE**  
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM // C101  
Saturday  
Calling all groovy weeb, geeks, and freaks! Come get down with Orlando-based funk sensation Raspberry Pie! See you (there), Space Cowboy!

**VISIBILITY OF QUEER IDENTITIES IN COMICS AND TV**  
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM // C110  
Saturday  
A panel focusing on the visibility of queer identities beyond the L and G of the LGBTQIA+ acronym in comics and television.

**WRITING ART: HOW TO WRITE COMICS**  
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM // C102 // Ages 13+  
Saturday  
Join the team behind the award-winning comic series Kamikaze as they dispel the mysteries of writing comics. Learn tips for mastering story structure and character archs, tricks to crafting proper comic format, and how to work with artists! This panel is perfect for anyone interested in the comic creation process from comic fans, to authors looking to try comics, and more. Q&A to follow.

**FILM FESTIVAL: HORROR BLOCK**  
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM // C103  
Saturday  
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

**TAKING THE MYSTERY OUT OF MATERIALS**  
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM // C108  
Saturday  
Drop in for some hands on demonstrations with foam, Worbla, Friendly Plastic, Apoxie Sculpt, casting resin, and more!
PENGUIN KNIFE FIGHT! IMPROV COMEDY (WITH. BAAAD WORDS)
8:30 PM - 10:00 PM // C101 // Ages 18+
Saturday
Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov) is a touring improv comedy troupe. Similar to 'Whose Line is it Anyway?', they create brand new hilarious scenes based off of suggestions from the audience (aka YOU) so no two shows are ever the same. You'll laugh your socks off! No seriously, pick up your socks.

DIAGNOSING BATMAN'S ROGUE GALLERY
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM // C107
Saturday
This panel discusses the possible mental health of Batman's most popular and fearsome foes. From the Joker to the Penguin to Scarecrow, Super-Psych and the audience will analyze this "superstitious, cowardly lot" from a clinical psychology perspective.

SCI-FI D20
8:30 PM - 9:30 PM // C110
Saturday
Night time has fallen on Comic Con, and new dangers lurk around every corner. Based off the hugely popular FREESTYLE D&D developed by the infamous Freestyle DM DragonWagon. Continue your adventures in a sci-fi/horror setting long form improv comedy panel inspired by Android, Shadowrun, Whitewolf, and of course D&D.

FILM FESTIVAL: HERO/FAN BLOCK
9:00 PM - 10:30 PM // C103
Saturday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

STRUGGLES OF A SMALL STREAMER
9:00 PM - 10:00 PM // C102 // Ages 13+
Saturday
Discussing the highs and lows of being a streamer on Twitch or YouTube as a viewer, and a video game live streamer. Stigmas, experiences and everything in-between.

LIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW
9:30 PM - 11:30 PM // C114 // Ages 18+
Saturday
Join Lips Down on Dixie, Atlanta’s longest performing show, in a live shadow cast production of "The Rocky Horror Picture Show".

LIVE FROM ATLANTA..... IT’S THE NERDS FROM WORK
9:30 PM - 10:30 PM // C108 // Ages 18+
Saturday
Join us to jump in on the arguments and have real laughs with the guys. We will discuss movies, tv shows and comics. We will take all questions about anything from the dark legend of the Gullah Gullah frog to where does Iron Man go to the bathroom in the armor? Come hang out with The Nerds From Work.

BUILDING THE BADASS CLUB HOUSE: HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN AN EVER CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF NEW MEDIA
10:00 PM - 11:30 PM // C107 // Ages 13+
Saturday
We all love to talk about what we love, and in this day and age of new media we can find an audience. But with YouTubes Ad-pocalypse stripping monetization, and the flooding of the market with everybody wanting to be a star how do you find success? Find out in this Q & A from veterans of podcasting and new media talk about their experiences and share how they found success.

HOGWARTS BATTLE ROYALE
10:00 PM - 11:00 PM // C110
Saturday
Flee Drinks and Does Stuff is back for more interactive wizard shenanigans! Defend your House's claim to your favorite characters from all sorts of books, movies, comics, and shows!

FILM FESTIVAL: “END TRIP”
10:30 PM - Midnight // C103
Saturday
“END TRIP” - On a calm night in an average city a hardworking URYDE driver, Brandon, picks up just another fare, Judd. Using interactions that blur the lines between the technological world and the physical one, Judd explains a messy breakup. Brandon offers an empathetic ear and a sympathetic heart to his new friend to help him pick up the pieces. Aggregated profiles, algorithms, links, likes and comments bring people closer. But how close is too close?

TRANSFORMATIVE FICTION
10:30 PM - 11:00 PM // C102 // Ages 18+
Saturday
Fan fiction is a HUGE part of many fandoms. I write and read quite a bit for the Supernatural fandom, and I would love to talk to other fan fiction readers and writers. I'm not ashamed of my hobby and have even been known to talk to the actor whose characters I write about.

PSYCHOLOGY OF NETFLIX’S DEFENDERS
11:00 PM - Midnight // C108
Saturday
This panel analyzes the unique traumatic experiences that motivate Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, and Iron Fist, as well as how each of New York’s Defenders react and cope with their experiences.

**SUNDAY**

**1UP GAMING CENTER**
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM // C105
Sunday
Come and play video games at the 1up game room brought to you by Gamers on the Edge charity!

**EXHIBITOR HALL**
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM // Exhibit Hall C1
Sunday
Comic books, graphic novels, toys, magazines, cards, artwork, games, apparel, cosplay, guest artists and celebrity guests— they can all be found in the exhibitor hall! It's truly the hub for nerdy commerce!

**PADAWAN KIDS ZONE**
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM // C104
Sunday
Enjoying the convention with children? Bring them to the Padawan Kids Zone! This area is for families with children age 10 and under who are looking for fun (and free!) crafts and activities to enrich their child’s convention experience.

**STAR SIGNING AND PHOTO OPS**
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM // Exhibit Hall C1
Sunday
Want to meet your favorite celebrity? Head over to Star Signing to meet media guests from all of your favorite fandoms! Autograph and photo-op sales are cash only, so be sure to visit an ATM first!

**MYTHOLOGY IN POPULAR CULTURE**
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM // C107
Sunday
Mythology is a cultural touchstone, and it's had a renaissance in American popular culture. Characters and stories from mythology and folklore show up in everything from Disney animated films to YA and Urban Fantasy novels to supernatural tv thrillers. Come and learn more about the heroes, gods, and monsters that lurk in modern media!

**BEYOND THE LG: ADDITIONAL QUEER IDENTITIES IN FANDOM**
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM // C110 // Ages 13+
Sunday
A panel focusing on the visibility of queer identities beyond the L and G of the LGBTQIA+ acronym in comics and television.

**COLLECTING ORIGINAL COMIC ART**
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM // C102
Sunday
A panel about the ins and outs of collecting original comic art. We will discuss methods of acquiring comic art, safe storage of comic art, how to avoid fakes, how to determine value, how to network with other collectors locally, nationally and internationally and more. Our panel will feature collectors with decades of experience in buying, selling and trading comic art as well as artists or artists representatives discussing the original art market today. We will have representative examples of art from our collection to show as well.

**BREANNA HILDEBRAND Q&A**
10:30 AM - 11:20 AM // C114
Sunday
Revel in the glory of Deadpool’s unstoppably awesome Negasonic Teenage Warhead!

**BATKETEERS SERIES SNEAK PEEK**
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM // C103
Sunday
Even heroes need a vacation. The Cast and Crew of Batketeers are giving guests an EXCLUSIVE behind the scenes look at the process of the show, and a SPECIAL SNEAK PEEK at Season 3. After traveling to Hollywood, the Gotham City characters have realized becoming a true movie star is harder than they anticipated. Presented by Actors Reaching Out.
www.ActorsReachingOut.org
IMPROV 103
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM // C101
Sunday
Ever seen 'Whose Line is it Anyway?' and thought; "That looks like fun!" In this three-day workshop you can learn the fundamentals of improv through activities, games, and scenes. Hosted by members of the touring improv comedy troupe Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov).

SEWING FOR COSPLAY
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM // C108
Sunday
Learn some tips and tricks to sewing costumes for cosplay from award winning sewing artist and professional costumer. This panel covers the basics of picking fabric, patterns, and basic sewing skills that will help you build your first sewn costume.

DESIGNATED DEBATERS
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM // C110
Sunday
Watch your favorite superheroes debate topics suggested by YOU the audience! If they lose the debate, they have to drink… So really, don't they win the debate? Grab a drink and come find out!

WESTERNS IN SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM // C107
Sunday
In many ways, the Western and Sci-fi genres are uniquely American—but their blending has influenced fiction worldwide. From Star Wars and Mad Max to Firefly and Cowboy Bebop, some of the most successful titles in genre fiction blend these two themes. But how do you balance them, what are the strengths and benefits of each, and how have some cross-genre properties succeeded where others have failed.

CARTOON NETWORK, THE PLURALS GENERATION AND FANDOM
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM // C102
Sunday
For the past five years, Cartoon Network has studied the Plurals, the generation following the Millennials. Hear what the network has done based on what it's learned about this generation and how the idea of fandom ties into Plurals' own personal identity.

RENEE O'CONNOR Q&A
12:00 PM - 12:50 PM // C114
Sunday
Get a dose of girl power from the arrow-slinging sword-smashing heroine Gabrielle from "Xena: Warrior Princess" fame!
AMAZING STRANGERS FROM THE PLANET KRYPTON!
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C108
Sunday
This year, Superman and Supergirl fans have been able to enjoy two different depictions of Krypton on television! The CW’s Supergirl and SyFy’s Krypton have utilized the small screen to explore the technology, culture, and faith of Krypton. How does each portrayal give us more insight into the House of El?

FILM FESTIVAL: DRAMA BLOCK
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C103
Sunday
Take part in the Film Festival by voting for which flicks you like the best as filmmakers compete for the coveted Audience Choice Award!

GREAT AND POWERFUL TIM
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM // C101
Sunday
Magician and comedian Tim Hoffman has arrived with a show featuring mind blowing illusions and a hilarious storyline. Tim is a member of the Academy Of Magical Arts and the Magic Castle. He can be seen touring all over North America. www.TimTheWebsite.com

HAVEN'T I SEEN THIS BEFORE?
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM // C110
Sunday
The exaggerated expressions, the huge eyes, the insanely powered protagonist, the giant robots with guns. Where would anime and manga be without it? In this interactive panel we explore the tropes we come to know and love plus sneak peek into upcoming manga DiMenA

THE GREAT GEEK QUIZ SHOW
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM // C107
Sunday
Come out to The Great Geek Quiz Show, where members of the "Geek Vs" podcast will face off to determine who is the most knowledgeable in Geek Trivia. Anything can happen in this panel game show where audience participation is encouraged and we may just need your help.

ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY (ARTC)
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM // C102
Sunday
ATLANTA RADIO THEATRE COMPANY, the southeast's premier audio drama presenter, describes and discusses the audio drama production processes from inception to sales. Panel 3 of 3: DISTRIBUTING AUDIO DRAMA, sales, marketing, and streaming avenues.

LEA THOMPSON Q&A
1:30 PM - 2:20 PM // C114
Sunday
Marty’s Mom has got it going on! Head Back to the Future in this panel with Lea Thompson as she regales you with stories from one of sci-fi’s favorite sets!

HELLOUVA ATL PANEL
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C108 // Ages 13+
Sunday
Making their way from Indianapolis, Indiana is Helluva an internet media company that specializes in the productions of a variety of content throughout social media. Helluva will be presenting their new cartoon "Two-Four-Seven Store" as well do a brief Q&A and Giveaway!

SADIE THE SCIENCE LADY
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C101
Sunday
Science, Science, Science! You'll have the whole seat, but you'll only need the edge! Come be part of the show as Sadie the Science Lady performs the kind of science that promises to stimulate both the senses and the mind!

SHATTER
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM // C103
Sunday
Iconic writer Peter Gillis, (Strikeforce Morituri, Black Panther, Dr. Strange, The Black Flame) and co creator of the 80s sci-fi classic Shatter, has teamed up with Dire Tide Productions and legendary artist Pat Broderick (Green Lantern, Firestorm, Captain Marvel, Micronauts) to bring the world of Daley City to life. Peter, Pat and the two founders of Dire Tide Productions, Jon Levin and Joshua Stilts, are hosting an open panel discussion on the process of bringing the epic cyberpunk tale of Sadr al-din Morales, RNA piracy and gang biowar to the world of single player storytelling. The four will be available for questions and autographs after the panel.

DOCTOR WHO: OUT WITH THE OLD IN WITH THE NEW
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM // C107
Sunday
Everyone has their favorite Timelord, and for over 50 years one of the most consistent things about Doctor Who is change. This year is no different with the transition from Peter Calpaldi’s 12th Doctor to Jodi Whittaker 13th. What will the era bring from a new showrunner, music director, and the first Female Doctor. Join the crew of the Earth Station Who Podcast as we record live to Find Out!

FREESTYLE D&D
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM // C110
Sunday
Never heard of Dungeons & Dragons? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Love D&D and know everything about it? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Still reading this description? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Watch as audience (non)volunteers are pitted against monsters and villains on their quest for glory! This is a freestyle version of a freestyle version of D&D, sort of…(@Freestyledd on Facebook!)

**HOW GRAPHIC NOVELS ARE SAVING READING**
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM // C102
Sunday
Three teachers explore how graphic novels are used in schools today to teach literacy, art, and STEM. Graphic Novels like American Born Chinese, Maus, and March are now required reading in many middle and high schools, come see how teachers are incorporating this art form into the common core and using it to spark the interest of readers throughout Georgia. This panel hosts three amazing educators including Alex Robson, Gwinnett County Middle School Teacher of the Year for 2017.

**CARY ELWES Q&A**
3:00 PM - 3:50 PM // C114
Sunday
As you wish! Enjoy a one-on-one with Cary Elwes, the man behind The Princess Bride, Robin Hood: Men In Tights, Saw, and many other beloved movies!

**PENGUIN KNIFE FIGHT! IMPROV COMEDY**
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM // C101
Sunday
Penguin Knife Fight (@pkfimprov) is a touring improv comedy troupe. Similar to 'Whose Line is it Anyway?', they create brand new hilarious scenes based off of suggestions from the audience (aka YOU) so no two shows are ever the same. You'll laugh your socks off! No seriously, pick up your socks.

**FILM FESTIVAL: “DRAWN TOGETHER: COMICS, DIVERSITY, AND STEREOTYPES”**
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM // C103
Sunday
“Drawn Together: Comics, Diversity, And Stereotypes” - This film looks at the pervasive culture of racist stereotyping in U.S. society through the lens of comics and their dynamic creators.

**THATGAMESHOW - LIVE RECORDING**
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM // C108
Sunday
Come check out a live recording of the popular gaming podcast ThatGameShow. We'll talk about video games, movies and probably be awkward.

**FREESTYLE D&D (FOR ADULTS)**
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM // C110 // Ages 18+
Sunday
Never heard of Dungeons & Dragons? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Love D&D and know everything about it? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Wanna play an awesome game while using naughty words and topics? THIS PANEL IS FOR YOU. Watch as MATURE audience (non)volunteers are pitted against NSFW monsters and villains on their quest for INAPPROPRIATE glory! This is a freestyle version of a freestyle version of D&D, sort of… (@Freestyledd on Facebook!)

PODCASTING 101
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM // C107
Sunday
Do you keep telling yourself you want to start a podcast but don't know where to get started? Or maybe you just started and don't know what to do next. Check out Podcasting 101 for a Q&A with experienced podcasters.

FILM FESTIVAL SCHEDULE

NOMINATIONS

BEST COMEDY
Space Dad: Episode 2
Committed
Futurecast
Meryl F---ing Streep
Frankie and Jude: Star Wars - Situation Normal

BEST NARRATIVE
Futurecast
Imaginapped
Believe Me
The Rest of Your Life
Heartbreak Factory

**MOST SHOCKING**
House Hunting
  Wake
  Dylan
  Last Night
  Smiley Death Face

**BEST VFX**
Crypto Force Alpha
  Imaginapped
Star Wars: Emergence
Super Fun Show, with Learning!
  Reclamation

**BEST FEATURE FILM**
You & Me
  End Trip
The Breakout: A Rock Opera
  Worth
  Messiah

**BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY**
  And Will
Star Wars: Emergence
The Heartbreak Factory
  Imaginapped
  PIMPKILLAH

**BEST EDITING**
  And Will
Frankie and Jude: Star Wars - Situation Normal
  Fight Like Girl
Geek Lounge_Gauntlet
  Imaginapped

**BEST PERFORMANCE**
Waffles
Protectress
Crypto Force Alpha
Bullies
Imaginapped

SPIRIT OF COMIC CON
Geek Lounge_Going Solo
Imaginapped
Committed
Super Fun Show, with Learning!
Frankie and Jude: Star Wars - Situation Normal

FRIDAY

SCI-FI/FANTASY BLOCK
12:30pm - 1:30pm // C103
Bullies
Real Connection
Super Fun Show, with Learning!
Protectress
Theo's Blues
Crypto Force Alpha
Frankie and Jude: Star Wars - Situation Normal

FEATURE FILM - “MESSIAH”
2:00pm - 3:00pm // C103
“Messiah” - A fallen hero, with the power to resurrect the undead, must save the world from a deadly infection that has turned the world's population into undead savages.

DRAMA BLOCK
5:00pm - 6:30pm // C103
The Breakout: A Rock Opera
BYTE: The Prequel
The Rest of Your Life
Titanium
Hold Your Arms Out

**FEATURE FILM - “BLACK LIGHTING - TOBIAS’ REVENGE”**
6:30pm - 7:00pm // C103

“Black Lightning - Tobias’ Revenge” - While on a mission to rescue the kidnapped mayor of Metropolis, Jefferson Pierce aka (Black Lightning) faces his nemesis Tobias Whale and several high ranking members of the 100 gang making it his toughest battle yet.

**COMEDY BLOCK**
8:00pm - 9:00pm // C103
THE OLD-MEN
Meryl F---ing Streep
Black Ash Ep. 8: Ash vs Gary
Believe Me
Futurecast

**FEATURE FILM - “HOUSE OF DEMONS”**
10:00pm - 11:30pm // C103

“House Of Demons” - Four friends reunite and spend the night in a remote home that was once used by a Manson Family-like cult. As the night progresses, the friends are forced to confront their deepest secrets and darkest demons.

**SATURDAY**

**FEATURE FILM - “YOU & ME”**
10:00am - 11:30am // C103

“You & Me” - A funny and moving love story about a deaf woman who meets a recently blinded man.
COMEDY BLOCK
12:30pm - 1:30pm // C103
Hunters
Geek Lounge_Going Solo
Geek Lounge_Gauntlet
Committed
Imaginapped

SCI-FI/FANTASY BLOCK
2:00pm - 3:00pm // C103
The Heartbreak Factory
Star Wars: Emergence
Reclamation
Space Dad: Episode 2

FEATURE FILM - “WORTH”
5:00pm - 6:30pm // C103
“Worth” - Ricky, a top contender in Muay Thai Kickboxing trains for the title belt, all the while dealing with new relationships, money problems, and family drama.

ACTION BLOCK
6:30pm - 7:00pm // C103
PIMPKILLAH
ReAction
Cazadora

HORROR BLOCK
7:30pm - 8:30pm // C103
The Least Among Us
Girl Trip
The After Party
Last Night
Wake
Smiley Death Face

HERO/FAN FILM BLOCK
9:00pm - 10:30pm // C103
Bragging Rights
Injustice For All
“END TRIP” - On a calm night in an average city a hardworking URYDE driver, Brandon, picks up just another fare, Judd. Using interactions that blur the lines between the technological world and the physical one, Judd explains a messy breakup. Brandon offers an empathetic ear and a sympathetic heart to his new friend to help him pick up the pieces. Aggregated profiles, algorithms, links, likes and comments bring people closer. But how close is too close?

“Drawn Together: Comics, Diversity and Stereotypes” - Drawn Together: Comics, Diversity and Stereotypes looks at the pervasive culture of racist stereotyping in U.S. society through the lens of comics and their dynamic creators.
Content scheduling tool. This page is about the content scheduling feature of the player web interface present on DiVA, HMP350, and HMP300 devices. For Elementi scheduling feature, see Elementi Schedule page. The next step after having uploaded or created some assets on the player, using the content creation tool, is to schedule them to be displayed during certain periods of time. Panel scheduling Services. NYE professionals create panel schedules for all types of lots from residential to commercial to industrial. Without proper panel scheduling, there will be a lack of performance, coordination, and accuracy in design and documentation. High Efficiency and Non-Stop Functionality. Our MEP Engineers design to keep things at the high 90s in terms of relative efficiency without compromising on the functionality of the panel.